Wireless sensor network (WSN). Data fusion can reduce quantity of data transmission in the network, extend network lifetime by reducing energy consumption, and improve efficiency of bandwidth utilization. At present, researches on data fusion in WSN mainly fall into the following aspects: aggregation tree construction and data processing. This paper proposes an aggregation tree construction method based on grid named ATCBG which makes some improvements over GROUP. The results of simulation experiment show that the average energy consumption of ATCBG is evidently lower than GROUP, and the lifetime of the network is much longer than GROUP before the emergence of node death.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), nodes are usually battery-powered. When the energy of the battery decreased below a certain threshold, the node will lose its ability and be died. The efficiency and reliability will be decreased with the increment of dead nodes [1] . In practice, a large number of nodes are usually deployed randomly by airplane in particular area, some of which are not available for human. So it is impossible to supplement energy by changing battery for nodes. The lifetime of WSN is greatly depends on energy. How to use the limited energy effectively is one of the goals of designing WSN.
The energy consumption modules of the node include wireless communication module, processor module and sensing module. With advances in integrated circuit techniques, energy consumption in processor and sensing module becomes lower and lower. For sensor nodes, energy is mainly consumed by wireless communication module [2] . WSN is a data-centric network. What the user cares for is the area where the event occurs, but not caring about which node detected the event. In WSN, the node is prone to failure especially in harsh environment. To make the network have the ability of fault tolerance, a large number of redundant nodes should be deployed which makes data collected by nodes redundant. Compared with only sending fused data to the user, sending all the raw data to the user can't get more information. And the sending of all the raw data will lead to more data transmitting in the network, so it will increase data collision and more energy consumption.
Data fusion can be implemented by using the computing and storage resource of the node, which can reduce data transmission, improve efficiency of bandwidth utilization, and extend network lifetime by reducing energy consumption. But traditional data fusion algorithms can't be applied in WSN directly for the constraint of the computing and storage resource. Furthermore, WSN is application dependent network, so it is difficult to figure out a data fusion technique that suits for all applications.
In WSN, there are following data fusion techniques: aggregation tree related techniques and data processing according to actual applications. What the aggregation tree related data fusion techniques care for is how to design the route for transmitting data to make the data be fused efficiently, and so the amount of data transmission is reduced. This paper studies on the aggregation tree construction technique (aggregation tree construction based on grid, ATCBG) which aims at fusing the periodical data collected by the whole network nodes in event-driven WSN. The ATCBG is an improvement over GROUP [3, 4] . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces some studies on aggregation tree construction, and section III describes the design of ATCBG. The simulation result will be shown in section IV. Section V is the conclusion of the paper.
II. REALTED WORKS
The aggregation tree construction techniques vary with the applications of WSN. Aggregation tree construction techniques introduced in this section is classified into the following categories: aggregation tree in query based WSN, aggregation tree for event data in event-driven WSN, and aggregation tree construction for periodical data in large scale WSN.
A. Aggregation Tree Construction in Query Based WSN
In query based WSN, nodes will not report information to the user initiatively. The node will transmit data to the user only when the data detected matches with the interest information required by the user. One of the representative aggregation tree algorithms in query based WSN is directed diffusion [5] (DD). The main idea of DD is that the node data is named by value-attribute pair and all the network information is for named data. DD can be divided into three phases: periodical interest propagation, gradients set up and path reinforcement.
B. Aggregation Tree for Event Data in Event-driven WSN
In event-driven WSN, nodes report data to the sink only when the defined event occurs and is detected by nodes. There are some characteristics of event-driven WSN, and one of which is that the amount of the nodes that detected the event (it can be called source node) is usually small. The source nodes are concentrated on in event area. Only some of the nodes are considered for constructing aggregation tree for event data in eventdriven WSN. The aggregation tree construction techniques in this kind of application can be divided as follows: sub-optimal techniques, residual energy based techniques, center aggregation techniques, etc.
Some related studies prove that for any deployed WSN, data centric routing with least transmission times can be described as a problem--constructing a minimum Steiner tree, which is an NP-hard problem. Literature [6] mentioned three sub-optimal algorithms: GIT (Greedy Increment Tree) [7] , SPT (Shortest Paths Tree), and CNS (Center at Nearest Source).
Min Ding, Xiuzhen Cheng and Guoliang Xue propose an aggregation tree construction algorithm based on residual energy EADAT [8] (Energy Aware Distributed Aggregation Tree). In EADAT, an aggregation tree is constructed and maintained. In order to save energy by reducing data transmission, the leaf nodes of the network turn off the radio module. When electing the aggregation nodes, the delay is calculated according to its residual energy. The nodes with more residual energy will delay less time to forward tree construction packet. So the more residual energy of the node, the bigger probability it becomes a non-leaf node. The non-leaf nodes will not turn off its radio because it may forward data packet comes from other nodes.
Guobin Liu, Yugeng Sun, and Ting Yang [9] propose center aggregation algorithm. The main idea of the algorithm is that the aggregation node is found in the center of the event area. The aggregation node fuses all received data. The aggregation node that lies in the center of the event area makes data transmission delay shortest. Time is very important for the event information in eventdriven WSN. The center aggregation algorithms can be divided into the following four phases: gradient set up, center node finding, aggregation tree construction, and data transmission.
For the case that all nodes are far from sink, LEACH [10] , PEGASIS [11] and hierarchical PEGASIS [12] are designed. Hierarchical PEGASIS makes some improvements over PEGASIS, and PEGASIS makes some improvements over LEACH.
C. Aggregation Tree Construction for Periodical Data in Large Scale WSN
Periodical data not only exist in time-driven WSN, but also in event-driven WSN. Time-driven WSN is another kind of WSN. In time-driven WSN, the node reports data periodically. In event-driven WSN, some information such as self-health information will be reported periodically. The common feature of all the periodical data is that the number of the nodes that needs to transmit data is very large. Nearly all nodes in the network transmit data at the same duration. For these applications, the aggregation tree with cluster-tree structure is commonly adopted, such as SCT [13] (Semantic/Spatial Correlation-aware Tree) and GROUP [3, 4] (Gridclustering Routing Protocol), etc.
In SCT, the network is divided into many ring-sector sub-areas, as shown in Fig.1 . For each sub-area, an aggregation node is selected. All the other nodes take the corresponding aggregation node which lies in the same sub-area as its parent (aggregation node). They can communicate with the corresponding aggregation node through single hop. All the aggregation nodes form the backbone of the network. The ideal aggregation node lies in the geometric center of the lower arc bounding of the sub-area. But the center of the lower arc bounding may not existing node, so the actual aggregation node is near the ideal location. Figure 1 . network structure of SCT [13] To balance energy consumption, two methods are proposed in SCT. One is that changing the orientation of the sectors which can be implemented by changing the angle of polar coordinates. Another is varying the locations of the rings which can be implemented by changing the size of the most inner sub-area. The sizes of rings will not be changed except the first and last.
GROUP is designed based on the following network model:
All sensor nodes in the network are homogeneous, stationary, and aware of their own locations. The number of sinks may vary over time. And all sink nodes can communicate with each other through tethered network or satellite. Each sensor node is able to adjust its wireless transceiver's power consumption. The main idea of GROUP is that the cluster heads which are distributed approximately as grid are elected periodically or according to requirement. The election of the cluster head is initiated by one of the sink nodes. The sink who initiates the election of cluster head is primary sink. The primary sink can be selected based on location. The primary sink is closer to the center of network than other sinks. The cluster head election message is propagated in the network gradually until all the cluster heads have been elected. The cluster head is the node who is nearest to the cross of the grid, which is formed by taking a grid seed node as one of the crosses as shown in Fig.2 . The grid seed is elected by primary sink.
The whole process of aggregation tree construction can be divided into following steps: primary sink node selection, grid seed election, cluster head (aggregation node) election, and cluster member participation. Figure 2 . network structure of GROUP [3, 4] The main purpose of selecting a primary sink node is that selecting a sink node to initiate the tree construction and make sure the aggregation tree is sole.
After primary sink has been elected, the primary sink broadcasts grid seed election message and start a timer. The message contains a value between 0 and 1. If the nodes within the competition area have received the message, a random value between 0 and 1 will be generated. If the value generated is smaller than the received one, the node will send answer message to the primary sink. When the timer is expired, the primary sink will select a node which has more residual energy as grid seed. If no node answers the election message, the primary sink will resend the election message with a bigger value.
The grid is set up by taking the grid seed as one of the crosses. The other cluster heads are elected at the cross of the grid. But there may be no node at the cross, the node near to the cross will compete for the cluster head. The maximum distance between competition node and the cross of the grid is set to 0.4R in literature [4] , where R is the cell size. The node nearest to the cross will have larger probability becoming cluster head. After the cluster head has been elected, other nodes will join the cluster.
In GROUP, cluster heads are distributed approximately as grid. The cluster is not divided by grid. To balance energy consumption, the aggregation tree must be reconstructed periodically or according to requirement. When reconstructing, if the grid seed elected is the same as the one in last turn, the reconstruction will be stopped. The data will be transmitted and fused by using the aggregation tree which is constructed in last turn.
The aggregation tree of aware data in query based WSN and in event-driven WSN can't be used in largescale WSN for periodical data aggregation. The reconstruction of aggregation tree for SCT and GROUP to balance energy consumption will cause large amount of energy consumption. Furthermore, when electing aggregation node, only the distance to the ideal location is considered in both algorithms, without considering residual energy. There may be a problem that the node nearest to the ideal location may have little residual energy which makes the nodes died quickly.
For the problem mentioned above, an aggregation tree construction algorithm which is an improvement over GROUP is proposed in this paper.
III. AGGREGATION TREE CONSTRUCTION BASED ON GRID
The aggregation tree construction algorithm (ATCBG) proposed in this paper makes some improvements over GROUP which is designed based on the following assumptions:
There is only one sink node in the network, and the sink is static. All the nodes are stationary and aware of their own locations which can be implemented by using positioning techniques or GPS. The nodes can adjust its transceiver's power according to the actual distance. The main idea of ATCBG is that aggregation tree is constructed by taking the sink as the center of a grid. The size of the cell is R. The whole network is divided into grids. Each grid forms a cluster. The cluster head is elected by considering residual energy, distance to the center of the grid and other factors. The cluster head take responsible for data fusion. All the cluster heads form a tree-structure. The aggregation tree constructed in this paper is a cluster-tree structure.
A. Aggregation Tree Construction
The aggregation tree construction is initiated by sink. Sink first broadcasts tree construction message. The transmitting radius of broadcasting tree construction message is L 1 . The structure of tree construction message is shown in Fig. 3 . Where, SID is node ID of source node (sending node), DID is destination address, here is broadcast address, SX and SY are position information of source node, BSX and BSY are the position information of sink, FCH is node ID of its parent (if the packet is sent by sink, this field will be filled with NULL), and GRIDWIDTH is cell size. To ensure that all the nodes in competition area can receive the tree construction message, the transmitting radius of sending tree construction message should satisfy formula (1), the analysis is shown in Fig. 4 .
From the triangle theory that the sum of the length of any two edges of a triangle always exceeds the length of the third edge. It can be obtained that
, where the equation will be established only when A, B, and C are in a line. Here, L 2 is the distance to the center of corresponding grid. The value of L can be calculated by Pythagorean Theorem as in formula (2) .
The transmitting radius of the node is usually limited, so the size of the cell is also constrained. It is assumed that the maximal transmitting radius of the node is D, so there should be
The maximal value of L 1 is R 5 which is the distance between A and E in Fig.4 . So the relation between cell size and maximal transmitting radius should satisfy formula (3)
Node N who receives tree construction message first calculates the grid coordinates (X Nr , Y Nr ) according to the received packet information and itself position information (X N ，Y N ). The grid coordinates is calculated as formula (4) .
Where X s and Y s are the position information of sink, ε is an infinitesimal value used for processing the grid edge. The ε can be the minimum value that the node can process. ⎣ ⎦ X is the down integral operation. It is assumed that the coordinates of grid which sink lies in is (0, 0). Fig.5 is an example of network area divided by grids. The node A received tree construction message will take various processes according to its grid coordinates and the sending node B's grid coordinates information after calculated the corresponding grid coordinates. The process is introduced as follows:
1) If node A and node B come from the same grid, A will join the aggregation tree by taking B as the cluster head, and then record the information of the cluster head.
2) If node A and node B are from neighbor grids, A first check whether it has already joined the tree or not. If A has already joined the tree, A will check whether B takes A as its parent node. If B takes A as the parent node, A will take B as the child node. If A has not joined the tree, then it will compete for cluster head.
The algorithm that node A receives tree construction message from node B is described as follows:
It is assumed that during competition for cluster head, the time difference of receiving the packet is negligible. The process of node A competing for the cluster head is presented as follows:
When node A receives the tree construction message, A first check whether it is competing for cluster head. If A is in competition, it will first cancel the competition and then restart competition by selecting a better candidate parent node according to the information of competition. If A is not in competition, A competes for the cluster head by taking the sender as its candidate parent.
Competition is implemented mainly by timer scheme. The competition nodes set delay of the timer according to the following information: residual energy of the node, distance between the node and candidate parent node, distance between the node and the furthest corner of the grid, and furthest distance between the node and the center of neighbor grids.
When the timer expires, node A will broadcast competition message. The competition message should be received by all the other candidate nodes in the same grid.
So the transmitting radius is set to R 2 . The message includes delay of the timer. The receiving node B uses the received competition message to check if the delay of its own is larger than A. If the delay is larger than A, B will cancel the competition, or B will broadcast the competition message. The node that broadcasts competition message last will become cluster head, and will broadcast tree construction message with transmitting radius L 1. The process will be iterated until all the nodes in the network join the tree.
The delay of the timer is composed by three parts. It can be calculated by formula (5).
Where, T 1 and T 2 make the head node closer to the center of the grid, T 3 makes the distance between the node and its parent shorter. T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are calculated as formula (6) , (7) and (8) 
B. Cluster Head Replacing Scheme
The cluster head will consume more energy due to receiving and fusing all the data from its member nodes and child nodes. To avoid premature death of the cluster head, the cluster head must be replaced after a certain time. The cluster head is replaced by reconstructing which is adopted by SCT and GROUP. In SCT and GROUP, there is a problem in replacing cluster head by reconstructing the aggregation tree, that is, it consumes much energy. ATCBG does not adopt that way. ATCBG replaces the cluster head when its residual energy is below half of the energy with which it was electing for cluster head. The energy introduced here is the work energy, namely the node can't work only when the residual energy is 0. When the residual energy below the threshold, the cluster head sends replacing cluster head message for replacing the cluster head. The processing is introduced as follows:
After sending data, the head node checks if the residual energy is below 2 cluster E or not, where cluster E is the energy when the node becomes cluster head. If the energy is below the threshold, it sends replacing cluster head message. The message includes message type, source node ID and the grid coordinates information in which the node lies. The message structure is shown in Fig.7 . The replacing cluster head message should be received by all the nodes in the same grid, including the parent and children. So the transmitting radius L 3 should satisfy formula (9).
Where UC d and DC d are the furthest distance to the parent node and to child nodes respectively, Corner d is the distance to the furthest corner of the grid.
After receiving the replacing cluster head message from node A, the received node B processes as follows: 1) If node A and node B are from the same grid, B first changes into the state that have not join the tree, and then compete for new cluster head.
2) If node A and node B are from neighbor grids, the process is shown as follows:
If B takes A as parent node, B will delete the routing information of A.
If B takes A as the child node, B will delete the routing information of node A.
C. Data Transmission
The cluster member nodes first send the collected data to the corresponding cluster head. The cluster head fuses the data after receiving all the data from member nodes and its child nodes. And then cluster head sends the fused data to its parent. The process continues until the data is sent to the sink. When transmitting data, the nodes adjust its own transmission power according to the actual distance.
D. Failure Recovery
If the node had not received data from its child node for a certain time period, it assumes that the child node is failed, and then it broadcasts the information to the corresponding grid for competing a new cluster head.
IV. SIMULATION

A. Network Model
OMNet++ is adopted for the simulation. Energy consumption model adopts the commonly used one, such as the energy consumption model in literature [14] and [15] . The transmitting energy consumption model is shown in formula (10) . The receiving energy consumption model is shown in formula (11) . The data fusion energy consumption is shown in formula (12) . Some experiment parameters are set as shown in table I.
Where elec E , fs ε , and amp ε have been introduced in the paper, l is the length of packet, signal is the whole data length for data fusion, and fusion ε is the energy consumed by fusing one bit data. The ATCBG is implemented in OMNet++. One sink in the center of the field, and 300 nodes are randomly distributed in an area of 1200m×1000m which is the same as literature [3] and [4] . It is shown in Fig.8 . The length of all the packets is defined as 100 bytes. It is assumed that data is perfectly aggregated [9] in cluster head. This means that no matter how many packets the cluster head has received, after data fusion, only one packet is sent to its parent.
B. Impact of Parameter on ATCBG
In ATCBG, the only parameter is the cell size R. To evaluate the impact of cell size on ATCBG, a lot of experiments have been done. During the experiment, the network field and the nodes number remain the same. The cell size changed from 100 meters to 220 meters with step of 20 meters. The impact of cell size is evaluated by considering the average energy consumption of sending 100 data packets. Table II shows the average energy consumption of sending 100 data packets. From the table, it can be seen that with the increment of cell size, the average energy consumption is increasing. Considering from the aspect of energy consumption and lifetime of the network, the cell size will be selected to make the average energy consumption lowest and make the lifetime of the network longest. But smaller size of the cell will increase the hops of the network and so increase the data transmission delay. In WSN, real-time data usually is a basic requirement. The outdated data will take no use to the user. The cell size should be chosen by balancing the lifetime and delay according to actual application. It can be seen from table II that with the increment of R, average energy consumption is increasing. The energy is proportional to d 4 when d is larger than d 0 . When the cell size increased from 180 meters to 200 meters, the average energy consumption increased more quickly. So, 180 meters is adopted to compare the performance with GROUP in this paper.
To evaluate the impact of node density on ATCBG, experiment with different node density has been done. The node number is changed from 250 to 450 with step of 50. Fig.9 shows average energy consumption with various node densities. It can be seen form Fig.9 that the impact of node density on ATCBG is very small. The average energy consumption will be little lower. This occurs because with the density increasing, it will be more probable that the node lies in the center of the grid.
C. Comparison With Group
Two metrics are chosen to analyze the performance of ATCBG compared with GROUP:
Average energy consumption of sending a certain amount of data packets.
Total packets sent by one node before emergence of first node death.
In GROUP, the cell size is set to 200 meters by considering the energy consumption and delay. The comparison is done for the cell size being 180 meters and 200 meters respectively. In GROUP, the corresponding parameters are set as in literature [4] . The cluster head's maximum distance to the cross is 0.4R, and the member node's maximum distance to the cluster head is 0.75R. But in simulation experiment, there are some nodes can't join the tree when the member's maximum distance to the cluster head is 0.75R. In order to make sure that all the nodes can join the tree, 1.1R is set for the member's maximum distance to the cluster head. The analysis is shown as in Fig. 10 . Fig.11 and Fig.12 are the comparison of average energy consumption of sending 40 packets in various node densities when the cell size is set to 180 meters and 200 meters respectively. In the experiment, the tree reconstruction interval in GROUP is set to 10 packets, 20 packets, 30 packets, and 40 packets. In the Fig.11 and Fig.12 , RI-X means that the reconstruction interval is X packets, the X corresponding to 10, 20, 30 or 40 packets.
1) Comparison of average energy consumption
From the figure, it can be seen that with the increment of node density, the average energy consumption of sending 40 packets in ATCBG is decreased slowly. This is because it is more probable that the aggregation node is closer to the center of the grid with higher node density. In GROUP, the average energy consumption of sending 40 packets is decreased, when reconstruction interval is set to 20 packets, 30 packets, and 40 packets, no matter the cell size is 180 meters or 200 meters. It can be explained as follows: first, it is more probable to find grid seed in shorter time for tree reconstruction with higher node density. Second, the number of cluster heads remains the same, as long as network area and cell size are fixed. All the increased nodes can be treated as cluster member who consumes less energy. Finally, the node number in competition area is larger with higher node density. But, the average energy consumption is fluctuant when the reconstruction interval is set to 10 packets. The fluctuation is more serious when the cell size is 180 meters as shown in Fig.11 . This occurs due to the tree reconstruction mechanism in GROUP. The grid seed selected for reconstructing will have more probability the same as the one in last turn. In this case, the reconstruction will be stopped. So lesser energy will be consumed 
2) Comparison of packets sent before emergence of first node death
The number of packets has been compared in the experiment, which have been sent from one node before the emergence of first node death. But the fist node dead not only related to the algorithm, but also related to the nodes distribution in the cluster. Figure 13 . analysis of fist dead node related to node distribution Nodes in cluster A will die earlier than the nodes in cluster B as shown in Fig.13 . This is because more candidate nodes can be selected as cluster head when replacing the cluster head in cluster B. All nodes are randomly distributed in the particular network area. The time of first node died will varies with various node densities which will cause different node distribution.
The maximum and minimum packets have been sent from one node before emergence of first node death for various node densities is compared in the experiment. Table III and table IV are the comparison of maximum and minimum packets number sent in the network for various node densities before the emergence of first node death. In the experiment, the reconstruction interval in GROUP is set to 10 packets, 20 packets, 30 packets, and 40 packets respectively. It can be seen from the two tables that the minimum packets number sent before first node death in ATCBG is larger than the maximum of GROUP in all occasions.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
ATCBG proposed in this paper is an improvement over GROUP. ATCBG outperforms GROUP from the following aspects: First, when selecting cluster head, only the distance to the cross of the grid is considered in GROUP, without considering the residual energy. So, the node closer to the cross and with little residual energy may become cluster head, and it leads to the head dying soon. ATCBG proposed in this paper not only consider the distance to the center of the grid, but also consider the residual energy. Second, aggregation tree reconstruct periodically or according to the requirement is adopted to avoid cluster head premature death. But reconstruct the aggregation tree will consume large energy. To avoid the cluster head premature death, the cluster head whose residual energy below half of energy when it become cluster head will be replaced in ATCBG. Finally, 1.5R is taken as the transmitting radius of cluster head no matter how close to the parent, and the transmitting radius for member nodes is little shorter. ATCBG will adjust its transmitting radius according to the actual distance to save more energy.
In future work, the periodically data for self health information, such as residual energy or the link quality, will be fused based on the aggregation tree constructed in this paper.
